


LOGLINE
A former NBA 
champion who just 
happens to be a 
MUTATED SNAIL 
attempts to make the 
comeback of a 
lifetime within the 
confines of an 
over-35 rec league.



Man, shut up and ball!
Mike the snail was a modern miracle of science back in 1985, birthed out of a nuclear waste-filled 
Air Jordan to become an NBA superstar. But years of HGH injections have left him washed up and 
incapacitated, a shell (Get it? Oh, you get it) of his former self. 

Years later, Mike sits with his two human buddies (Jason & Dave) on the bench at the 
neighborhood rec league. Mike bores them with stories from his heyday and the three talk trash 
more than they actually ball. But when Mike’s former nemesis, an animated goat named Le Luc, 
shows up, he is forced to quite literally SHUT UP AND BALL.

SYNOPSIS



Man, shut up and ball!
SNAIL BASKETBALL is a 5-minute episodic series that mixes rapid fire pop culture NBA references 
(who is GOAT?, Lebron bashing, Steph Curry stroking) with an absurdist parody of Space Jam 
where anthropomorphic freaks of nature battle dad-bodded humans on the court.

Combining live action settings and people with an animated protagonist, SNAIL BASKETBALL is 
executed like FOX’s Son of Zorn with improvised dialogue and action. The animation component 
allows for more over-the-top scenarios and moments, while the live action characters are the 
foil to the craziness happening around them.

FORMAT / TONE



Mike the Snail 
Overtly aggressive in his speech and actions, 
Mike is the top dog on the court—even if six 
people are dramatically better than him.

He’s eager to find shortcuts to gain a 
performance edge, hailing back to his HGH 
usage days. He will lie, cheat, and steal to be on 
top again. After years of trash talking everyone in 
the rec league, his only true friends left are Jason 
and Dave.

Jason 
A “put me in the game, coach” type, Jason is 
always ready to jump up from the bench and 
ball. But his wild plays and lack of talent keep him 
glued to his seat. So Jason sharpened his tongue 
instead of his skills, and is a master trash talker. 

He has all the inside taunts and jokes that 
honestly do sike out some players. Too bad his 
skills do not even remotely match up to his trash 
talk.

Dave 
The tag-along of the group, Dave is very 
bad at both basketball and trash talking. 
He has a heart of gold, and is a comforting 
force in the group, giving positive 
reinforcement to the guys when they just 
got their ass whooped on the court. 

His friends use this “yes man” attitude to 
their advantage, constantly putting Dave 
into precarious situations for their own 
benefits.

CHARACTERS



Le Luc 
A fucking goofy, floppy-head mutated humanoid Goat who was 
conceived similarly to Mike—except it was a stiletto filled with Pinot 
Noir. Le Luc speaks with a thick French accent that no one can 
understand, thus all his speech is in subtitles. 

Le Luc is a Tony Parker type who plays for the Washington Wizards in 
the NBA. He seeks vengeance on Mike for all those times Mike straight 
up clowned him in the 1996 film Galaxy Dunk.

Jacqueline / Jackie
Jaqueline used to be a French cheerleader for the French basketball 
team, Décharges Chaudes, but after watching the 1996 film, Galaxy 
Dunk, and drinking tons of 7-11 Big Gulps, Jaqueline has turned into 
Jackie, the most white trash hype girl. 

Jackie is a huge Mike fan, in fact she’s the only Mike fan. Constantly 
wearing merch from the 1996 Galaxy Dunk film, Jackie works 
overtime to seduce and gain Mike’s attention. Mike’s not too into it.

CHARACTERS



Dr. Deadog
Everyone tries to pronounce his name 
DEE-a-DOA-jay, but he lets them know it’s 
Dead-dog. He is the local sports doctor at a 
hole-in-the-wall physical therapy suite in a 
strip mall. 

His medical advice is very broad, ranging from 
“take these children’s vitamins” to “have you 
considered a heart transplant?” Mike is his oldest 
and most frequent client, still trying to convince 
him to accept autographed merch as payment 
for his growing stack of invoices.

Leonard
A Droopy Dog of a man, he is myopic, short, and 
squatty. A milquetoast, soft-spoken 
weakling…and also a lazer three-point shooter. 

He’s unquestionably the best player on the court, 
yet nobody will give him respect cause he’s such 
a little bitch. He’d show them all, but sometimes 
his lil’ glasses keep getting foggy and messing 
him up! Prototype: HENRY ZEBROWSKI

SIDE CHARACTERS

Dev
Dev works as a clerk at the nearby 7-11. 
Despite this horrible stereotype that has 
been set up, Kumail is well-spoken, 
studying for his Masters in History; he just 
happens to work at 7-11 because it’s the 
only part-time job he could find and he 
gets a discount on cigarettes. 

He’s the unofficial historian of the rec 
league and knows every player’s history 
inside and out. He also loves to watch 
people suffer, namely Mike downing a 
million Shock & Awesome Electrolyte 
products. 



Derek Rose-ing It
After a good bout of bench-side trash talking, Mike reminisces about 
the days when he could dunk from the free throw line. Jason questions 
Mike’s abilities, which launches Mike into a recollection of the 1996 film 
Galaxy Dunk and his origin story of how he got to the top (spoiler: it’s 
HGH). Mike tries to dunk just like he did back in the day, but this time it’s 
on his own power. However, he can’t give up the muscle juice and winds 
up injuring himself in the same fashion that brought him here.

Shock & Awesome
Mike discovers Shock & Awesome, an energy drink/dietary supplement 
line that he believes will get him back on top. He pounds it and reaches 
Shock & Awesome Nirvana. He realizes the only thing that was holding 
him back was the Food Pyramid, a cross between Illuminati 
iconography and Pyramid Head from Silent Hill. Having defeated the 
Food Pyramid, Mike can finally be the best basketball player...that is until 
he wakes up hooked up to a dialysis machine while medical technicians 
pump his stomach.

GOAT
The guys are talking about who is GOAT, and obviously Mike thinks he’s 
GOAT. But then, a GOAT shows up! It’s Le Luc, Mike’s arch rival back in 
1996 and he’s here to take revenge for all those times Mike clowned him 
in Galaxy Dunk. Now Mike must face off against Le Luc to show the guys 
he can ball and straight up clown this nerd. To emerge a champ, he 
must channel the true NBA GOAT: Bill Laimbeer.
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Robbery
Jason and Mike get held up by a punk on the way to the court and 
immediately cower and piss their pants before Dave swoops in and 
saves them. The next day on the court, Jason and Mike twist the story, 
launching a weeks-long feud involving Lil Pissy Pants 40,000 Tasers in an 
attempt to prove who is the true pants-pisser. This is the piss episode.

Coach
Mike, Jason and Dave arrive on the court to learn their team has 
acquired a new coach, a grizzled drunk vet in the vein of Water Matthau 
from Bad News Bears who promises to whip them into shape through a 
healthy mix of hard work, dehydration and extreme mental abuse. They 
suffer weeks of toil under the belief there’s a “method to his madness” 
before learning there’s not: he’s literally an escaped mental patient who 
thought he was preparing his players to drop in on Vietnam. Whoops!
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CAM TANG’S DOUBTER QUESTIONS



WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ANIMATED / LIVE ACTION
Cam, shut up and ball! Adult Swim has done a wide variety of animation styles, using 
rotoscoping (Apollo Gauntlet, Dream Corp LLC), strictly CG (Dayworld, Xavier, Renegade Angel), 
and traditional animation (a butt-ton of other shows). 

But Adult Swim has never done a Who Framed Roger Rabbit/Space Jam show, marrying live 
action and animation. The live action and static backgrounds cut the costs of what would be 
considered an animated show, while the animated components open up the possibilities of 
getting weird. 

Coupled with CG modeling, the animated/live action is a seamless transition, will look sharp, and 
has the legs to go from dry, witty humor to insanity in an instant.



WHERE DOES THE FUNNY COME FROM???
Cam, shut up and ball! Snail Basketball has multiple things going for it: dry, shoot from the hip 
humor of Dave and Dr. Deadog; the crazy, action-based roid humor of Mike the Snail; French 
subtitled fun and gross-out comedy from Jaqueline/Jackie; absurdist running bits of 
pants-pissing, controlled substance abuse, and fever dreams; and NBA hoops jokes! 

While Snail Basketball focuses mainly on pop culture, there’s a few inside jokes for the true 
basketball fans to get an extra laugh.



I HATE TUTTLETON
Cam, shut up and ball! You shouldn’t. As I’ve told you, I come to LA by way of Chicago, where I was heavily involved with 
Second City and toured with improv and sketch. What you don’t know is that in that time, I got to audition for SNL as a 
writer/performer, showcased for NBC, and worked with Cards Against Humanity. You’ll be happy to know, your FAVORITE 
SHOW of mine, L.A. NIGHTS’ pilot script was showcased in the Austin Film Festival and finished just short of the top 10 
screenplays. 

I believe Adult Swim is the best place for me to express my humor and has an audience that would appreciate it. And while 
we have a heated rivalry, you are my biggest critic. I listen to your notes, react, and come back with a better product. 
However, to objectively explain a joke or bit makes my comedy better, keeps me sharp and proves to you that Father 
knows how to write a scene and be funny. If there was a person I’d want to be Development Staff on this, it unfortunately 
would be you. Walt would probably whoop it up at all the NBA stuff, but I feel like I would be at my best if I knew I had to 
prove every day that my bits are solid.

Also quit being a scaredy-cat and have me on Development Meeting; it would be the BIGGEST RIVALRY SHOW OF ALL TIME 
and I promise I will make it entertaining.



WHAT DO WE DO WITH THIS HOT DUMP YOU HAVE LAID BEFORE US?
Cam, shut up and ball! This is an initial proof-of-concept of three five-minute episodes. I’d like these to live on the streams. 
They’re a perfect length for an interstitial when you have to switch from Burbank to Atlanta and people aren’t ready. They 
can be inserted into the EPISODES block, they can be a clickable episode in the SHOWS section. Then, we gauge feedback 
from chat and views in a very LOW RISK environment. If Adult Swim then wants to take it to the next step, we can take these 
five-minute episodes and combine them into an 11-minute format for on-air. All of this is LOW RISK and will develop 
momentum as the show gets closer to an on-air slot.

I'd propose making this in collaboration with Alex Grybauskas, who directed the Genius pilot and recently helmed all 16 
episodes of the AS-esque web series Duck World. He's also directed comedy commercials for the likes of Ruffles, 
Tombstone and I Can't Believe It's Not Butter (which means yes, he's worked with fuckin Fabio).

His production company Tiny Human has relationships with talent and rental houses and knows how to stretch the hell out 
of a dollar. They'll be willing and able to bring real production values on an introductory budget, further lowering your risk. 

https://www.duckworld.tv/


schinzer@gmail.com  

NOW SHUT UP AND F%!@KING BALL!
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INT. BASKETBALL COURT - EVENING

It’s the night of the neighborhood Rec League, a collection 
of people who shouldn’t be playing basketball (dads, lonely 
rejects, and Leonard). The players mull around the sideline 
of the court. A WHISTLE BLOWS and the sea of players part to 
reveal JASON, DAVE, and MIKE seated on the bench.

JASON
Alright boys, get out there and 
Johnson watch your picks! I swear 
to God, if you move those feet I’ll 
break them off!

MIKE
Johnson, those new shoes? It ain’t 
gonna make you any better when I go 
straight up Dog Town on you!

DAVE
Yeah...boy Johnson, you’re...you’re 
bad!

JASON
(thrown away)

Good one, Dave.

MIKE
Look at all these wannabe’s! IF I 
WAS OUT THERE, I’d embarrass THEM 
and THEIR FUTURE SONS. I used to be 
the top pick in the NBA!

JASON
Mike, come on! We don’t want to 
hear the story again-

MIKE
(not paying attention to 
JASON)

- The year was 1985! I had just 
been born out of an Air Jordan 
filled with nuclear waste!

INT. MONTAGE - MIKE’S ORIGIN STORY - CONTINUOUS

1) An Air Jordan bubbles with nuclear waste.

MIKE (V.O.)
Ever since I was born, I’ve been 
playing this beautiful game!

2) A young, lean 1986 Mike just sank a three-pointer.



MIKE (V.O.)
I was on the fast track to the NBA!

Young lean Mike turns around and immediately sticks himself 
in the ass with a large syringe clearly labeled HGH.

3) An actual NBA game. A roided-out Mike jukes a defender and 
goes up to the rim and slam dunks it. Cameras flash.

MIKE (V.O.)
I could dunk all the way from the 
free throw line! Patrick Ewing was  
an overrated athlete! I dunked on 
him and Shawn fucking Kemp! I was 
the greatest!

Roided Mike comes down off the rim and waves to his adoring 
fans. He injects more HGH into his ass discreetly.

MIKE (V.O.)
But then...it was all taken from 
me.

4) A too-many-muscles Mike is by himself in an artistic slow 
motion dunk in a seemingly-empty stadium. As he goes up from 
the free-throw line, Mike’s calf muscle rips in two. Mike’s 
slow-mo face contorts with pain as he flops onto the court.

A slow aerial shot zooms out as Mike grips his leg.

YOUNG MIKE
Noooo! I’m Derek Rose-ing it! 
Nooooo!

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. DR. DEADOG’S OFFICE

A giant oil painting of a border collie hangs on the wall 
behind the large wooden desk. DR. DEADOG’s nameplate rests 
squarely in front of his desk, facing Mike who is seated on 
the other side. 

Mike looks down at the nametag and then back up to Dr. 
Deadog.

MIKE
Thanks for seeing me, Dr...Dead-
dog?

2.



DR. DEADOG
Haha, you know you’re not the first 
to mispronounce it! It’s actually 
Dee-a-doh-jay.

MIKE
Oh. 

DR. DEADOG
Mike, I’m glad you came to see me 
when you did. You’ve torn your ACL, 
which I’m afraid is very serious. 
It seems your ligaments aren’t very 
strong due to-

Mike holds a HGH syringe about to inject himself. He pauses 
and looks at Dr. Deadog who is blankly staring back at him 
and has stopped talking.

Mike takes three beats and then injects the HGH with a hiss. 
Dr. Deadog resumes dialogue as if nothing has happened.

DR. DEADOG (CONT’D)
-some unknown chemical. I’m afraid 
we can’t operate in these 
conditions. I’m sorry, you’ll never 
be able to dunk again.

MIKE
No! Doctor, please-! 

DR. DEADOG
I’m sorry. You’ve really Derek 
Rose’d it.

MIKE
Nooooo!

A bird’s eye view of Mike screaming in the office.

CUT TO:

INT. BASKETBALL COURT - PRESENT DAY

Present-day Mike looks down solemnly as he finishes his tale.

MIKE
That was the end of my career. I 
was too beautiful for this 
beautiful game, and God sought to 
take it away from me.

3.



DAVE
Didn’t Derek Rose join the league 
in 2008, well after this story took 
place?

MIKE
It’s not important! What is 
important is that I get back to my 
old self and become THE BEST BALL 
PLAYER EVER!

JASON
Man, I bet you can’t even dunk 
anymore.

Mike goes off.

MIKE
WHAT DID YOU SAY???

JASON
That Dr. Deadog guy said it himself 
in your weird-ass flashback. You 
can’t dunk anymore.

Mike gets in Jason’s face.

MIKE
I CAN DUNK! I CAN DUNK ON YOUR DUMB 
FUCKING HEAD FROM ANYWHERE!

Jason stands up, stone-faced. Ball in his hands, he says the 
titular line:

JASON
Man, shut up and ball!

Jason throws a hard forward pass to Mike. He’s really done 
it, he’s called Mike out. Mike dribbles slowly to the free 
throw line.

MIKE
(to himself)

You can do it, Mike. You’ve done it 
before, you can do it again.

He reaches into his pocket and pulls out the same HGH 
syringe.

MIKE (CONT’D)
No! That’s how I ended up here! I 
gotta do this for me! HERE IT 
COMES!
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Mike pockets the syringe. As he starts to dribble to the 
hoop, he quickly takes out the syringe again and jams it in 
his ass.

MIKE (CONT’D)
SIKE JUST KIDDING I NEED THIS!

Mike leaps up in slow motion. Jason and Dave watch with 
mouths agape, still in slow motion. A kid throws up his 
popsicle in slow motion in the bleachers. Mike looks like 
he’s going to make it. His face is hopeful. But then, his leg 
snaps. Mike’s face contorts in pain.

MIKE (CONT’D)
(still in slow motion)

Ohhhh nooooo!

Mike falls short of the rim, the basketball bounces off the 
court. Mike holds his leg in pain.

MIKE (CONT’D)
Noooo! I Derek Rose’d it!

Quick cut to Jason and Dave. Jason’s mouth is still agape.

DAVE
See, now that reference makes 
sense!

CUT TO BLACK.
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